Transforming Spaces and Opportunities

With 3 million visits per year across the University Libraries, we are preparing to renovate our current spaces to match the demand and the way today’s students use the library. Today’s students expect flexible spaces rife with technology, open as close to 24/7 as possible, and that allow them to collaborate with their peers. Renovations will allow us to create new learning spaces in the form of flexible classrooms allowing the Libraries to provide more opportunities to teach students how to become better researchers and lifelong learners as they work to solve the world’s challenges.

In addition to the renovation of current spaces, the Libraries must plan for necessary growth as the University continues to grow. New spaces will be able to meet student needs and be more convenient to their housing, especially on west campus, where residents currently only have access to several specialized libraries with limited resources.

By renovating our current spaces as well as building new ones, we seek to fulfill our mission as “the indispensable hub of discovery, learning and creativity at Texas A&M.” In doing so, we enable A&M students and faculty to make an impact in the community and the world.
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Goals
Help us meet our goals to Transform and Build Spaces:

- General furnishings for renovated spaces in the Libraries $2.0 million total
- Equipment for renovated spaces in the Libraries $3.0 million total
- Furnishings and equipment for flexible classroom spaces in Evans Library Annex $2.5 million total
- New library building on west campus $20.0 million +

Ways to Help

- Establish an endowment or add to an existing endowment to support collections, renovations, projects or other Libraries’ priorities. Endowments begin at the $25,000 level.
- Create your legacy through a planned gift. A planned gift can protect your assets, provide for your family and ensure income during your lifetime. With a charitable bequest through your will you can make a meaningful impact by making a gift that doesn’t cost you anything during your lifetime.
- Make a blended gift (both current and planned gift).

Impact
Your gifts allow the Libraries to continue to develop into a collection of spaces that house more than just books. We desire to keep step with the university’s growth by renovating current spaces while building new and dynamic ones that meet the current and future needs of our students. Our goal is to become a group of vibrant and flexible learning spaces that provide technology, professional expertise and customizable learning opportunities for students and faculty to collaborate, create and discover new things. Your gift, no matter the size, truly matters to us.

To support the University Libraries in their ongoing endeavors,
please contact:
Adelle Hedleston ’88
adelle-h@library.tamu.edu
979-862-4574
https://u.tamu.edu/give